IMCO
“A sterling reputation
is the best recommendation”

Harness experience and performance

Harness dedication and professionalism

A track record of decades

Teams that ensure excellence and satisfaction

For close to four decades, IMCO has been customizing, supplying and supporting
a full line of military sub-systems and products for uncompromising defense
customers.

IMCO’s philosophy is that the most sophisticated equipment and instruments are
only as good as the infrastructure for design, production and quality assurance.

From electrical harnesses and
electromechanical devices to LED
lighting systems, the IMCO Group’s
teams in Israel and the United
States can be relied upon to surpass
expectations.
As testimony, IMCO is the main
supplier of electrical systems for
the Merkava tank and the Namer
APC for more than 35 years, since
the development of the first
generation of this combat-proven,
frontline tank.
Tested performance and extended
life cycles are the core of IMCO’s
reputation.
The Israel Defense Forces, other
modern armed forces, and
demanding defense manufacturers
have designated IMCO a preferred
supplier.
Through flexible partnering in development, mil-spec production and on-schedule
deliveries, IMCO has succeeded in building and strengthening long-term
relationships.

IMCO’s employees regard the
company as a “second family” –
loyally contributing experience,
determination and vision over many
years, and even decades. They
value participating in a corporate
culture that nurtures and rewards
innovative thinking, cooperation
and total dedication.
The Group’s engineers, technicians,
production line workers, QA
supervisors and management
consistently strive for excellence.
Long-term customer loyalty is the
reward.

Harness reliability and commitment

Every detail is significant
The defense industry is the most demanding in the world. Reliability is the
integrated result of design, production, quality assurance and support.
In every category IMCO meets and often exceeds international standards.
IMCO’s long-term commitment to the customer is one of integrity, responsiveness
and responsibility. Customers can rely on IMCO teams and professionals to be
there when and where they are needed.

Harness expertise and flexibility

Areas of Activity

Unique technologies that
make a difference

Electrical systems:
Power, Control and a full range of communication
harnesses
Control, command, junction and distribution electrical boxes
Driver and commander control panels
Design, production and integration of electrical and mechanical
components.

In each area of competency, IMCO delivers attributes that
add value.
Electrical and electronic cable harnesses feature customized
braiding adapted to airborne applications.
Machining excellence developed for airborne sub-systems
for highly accurate production of structural elements.
Communication cable harnesses with especially demanding
specs find a complete response at IMCO.
Pilot joysticks and throttles incorporate sand casting
technology for the highest accuracy at particularly competitive
prices.

Electro-mechanical products and systems:
Pilot joysticks
Throttles, tank commander and gunner turret
control handles
Driver and commander control panels
Slip rings
Smoke grenade launchers (SGL)
Pitot tubes
Fuel sensors
LED lighting for land armored fighting vehicles – tracked and
wheeled including: internal, external, rear and front lighting.

Main defense markets and platforms
Land system platforms: Tanks, armored fighting vehicles,
APCs, artillery systems, combat engineering vehicles,
and mine clearance equipment
Airborne platforms: Aircraft, helicopters
Missiles and Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAV)
Naval platforms: Vessels, corvettes, submarines, fast
patrol boats, missile boats

Facts Profile
Facilities

The IMCO Group
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The IMCO Group comprises IMCO Industries Ltd. (Tel Aviv
Stock Exchange-TASE: IMCO), and its subsidiaries:
Advanced Defense Technologies Inc. (ADT), Baltimore, U.S.
Atena Ltd., Israel for commercial and medical markets
Nir-Or (Israel) Ltd. for advanced displays, computers and
controllers
The Group employs more than 300 employees.
IMCO’s quality assurance program exceeds the requirements
of ISO-9001, MIL-I-45208, AS-9100 and IPC/WHNA-A-620.
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8,500 sq. m
In-house mechanical design
Automatic Test Equipment (ATE)
CAD, CAM and ECAD systems (AutoCAD)
Computerized Numeric Controlled (CNC) machines,
milling machines and lathes
In-house production and assembly lines with
expandable capacity
Quality Assurance to meet military international
standards for in-process and final testing.

The Standards Institution of Israel

Meet IMCO
IMCO, a leading Israeli company, specializes in the
development, design and production of mechanical,
electro-mechanical, electrical and electronic products,
assemblies and sub-assembles for airborne,
tank/armored vehicle and naval applications.

Imco Headquarters:
POB 189 Tel-Hanan 20302, Israel
+972-4-821-3322
Tel:
+972-4-821-0508
Fax:
E-mail: marketing@imco-ind.com
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Imco USA:
4820 Seton Dr. Baltimore, MD 21215, USA
+410-358-1717 (Ext. 16)
Tel:
+410-358-7707
Fax:
E-mail: barrys@adt-imco.com
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